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Que peuvent apporter les travaux sur les réseaux complexes à 




Les  économistes ne s’appuient pas encore suffisamment sur les travaux 
existants sur les réseaux complexes, au contraire des sociologues, physiciens, 
informaticiens, et biologistes. Nous essayons ici de résumer les avancées 
théoriques et empiriques dans les différents champs d’étude qui pourraient 
susciter des travaux en économie, en particulier ceux permettant une 
modélisation de l’innovation et une approche structurale. Il est important 
aujourd’hui, non seulement d’avoir une analyse économique de la transaction, 
mais aussi d’examiner la structure des marchés et comment cette structure 
influence, ou est portée, par l’innovation. 
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There is a deficit in economics of theories and empirical data on complex 
networks, though mathematicians, physicists, biologists, computer scientists, 
and sociologists are actively engaged in their study. This paper offers a 
focused review of prominent concepts in contemporary thinking in network 
research that may motivate further theoretical research and stimulate interest 
of economists. Possible avenues for modelling innovation, considered the 
driving force behind economic change, have been explored. A transition is 
needed from the analysis in economics of the transaction to the explicit 
examination of market structure and how it processes, or is processed by, 
innovation. 
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1. Introduction 
Schumpeter emphasised innovation as the driving force behind economic, social, and 
institutional change and the central role played by capitalistic firms in the process. For 
Schumpeter (1943), competition between firms for “the new commodity, the new technology, 
the new source of supply, the new type of organization” counted more than traditional “price 
competition”. For Schumpeter, there was also an interaction between innovation and 
imitation. Due to imitation, innovators could reap profits from their innovation only for a 
while. As Harvey and Metcalfe (2005) wrote: “As the consequence of (this) diffusion, the 
initial profitability of the innovation is destroyed and profit becomes, in Schumpeter’s words, 
‘The child and the victim of development’. Thus in the process of market adaptation to 
innovation profits appear as transient signals of an order that is far from equilibrium; transient 
not only in terms of behaviour but transient also in terms of the induced competitive challenge 
posed by further, as yet unknown, competing innovations”. For the authors, markets permit 
exchange but are also loci of experimentation and the development of new knowledge. 
Diffusion thus may induce a number of innovations, including new ways to manage and 
organize economic life (Perez, 1983: 1985).  
For Freeman and Louca (2001), capitalist evolution is to be treated as an open-ended 
process characterized by continuous change. Creation of new innovation and variety is 
absolutely essential to prevent the system to converge towards a stationary state. Therefore, in 
view of the unpredictability of the future and the need to act rapidly, and as argued by 
Schumpeter, “the entrepreneurial function”, which he defined as “the doing of new things or 
doing of things that are already being done in a new way (innovation)” (Schumpeter, 1947; 
1989), is a very challenging one to perform and calls for purposive action.  
The recent proliferation of alliances marks a shift in the conception of the intrinsic 
nature of competition, since it is increasingly characterized by sustained multi-purpose 
technological change, the demands of innovation-led production, and fast entry in new and 
global markets. An emerging view within the strategy and organization literature is that a 
firm’s performance depends on how it accesses resources within an existing network of 
relationships. Miles and Snow (1986) wrote that this new organizational form, the dynamic 
network, had appeared as a major outcome of the search for new competitive approaches. 
This form was described as a unique combination of new insights into strategy, structure, and 
management processes that forced organizational redesign and led to new management 
practice. The term ‘dynamic network’ was used to underline that a network of individual 
components (firms) could be assembled, reassembled, and redeployed across organizational 
and national boundaries in order to meet complex and changing competitive conditions (Miles 
and Snow, 1994).  
Innovation, and its diffusion, is thus clearly associated today with complex, evolving, 
network structures. 
More generally, networks are the backbone of complex systems that consists of many 
components
1. Understanding network structures would greatly help understanding the way the 
components interact with each other and the intrinsic properties of complex systems. 
                                                 
1 A network is generally defined as a set of actors connected by a set of ties. The actors (often called “nodes”) 
can be persons, teams, organizations, concepts, etc. How can innovation economics benefit from complex network analysis? 
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Recently, modelling efforts focusing on the statistical mechanics of complex networks have 
been published, motivated by a desire to understand various real systems, ranging from the 
World Wide Web to the yeast protein network. Measurements have shown that the 
architecture of complex networks is far from random, as was previously thought. 
Interestingly, a few mathematical laws and their underlying mechanisms can be used to 
describe quite different real world networks
2. Of particular interest was the finding that many 
networks are characterized by the statistical abundance of ‘hubs’, or nodes with a larger 
number of connections to other nodes. Another important discovery was that many networks 
also displayed a small-world structure, defined by statistical properties, cliquishness and path 
length. 
The work of mathematicians and physicists on networks thus brings new models that 
can help us understand the meaning of some network properties. However, the study of 
networks with methods and concepts from complex network theory developed in physics is 
still in its early stages. The development of theoretical models is necessary to understand 
complex, real-world networks of many types. Reciprocally, the yet ‘over-simplified’ 
theoretical models need to leverage on empirical data to reach the more advanced levels of 
analysis required, irrespective of the field under study.  Moreover, whether network models 
can help the study of innovation and its diffusion in economics needs also to be addressed 
though few economists are so far interested in the statistical mechanics of complex networks. 
The major models of innovation or innovation diffusion that have been developed by 
evolutionary economists do not consider structure.  
The main goal of this paper is therefore to present some theoretical developments from 
physicists and mathematicians on complex networks in general as well as work from 
innovation economists that will help us consider complex real network structures together 
with innovation and its diffusion. New results on the topology of some real networks are 
chosen to highlight the strengths or discrepancies of the diverse theoretical models and the 
importance of regarding the structure of the many complex systems into which different 
actors are embedded. 
In the following sections advances in complex network theory and econometric 
modelling of innovation/diffusion are rapidly described. The interest is in modelling contexts, 
whether in economics or from the broad field of complex network theory, that can take into 
account significant structural change and the active acquisition/diffusion of knowledge.  
Recent empirical data on complex networks are briefly evoked for use as levers for 
subsequent theoretical and empirical studies.  
As a new model encompassing several of the models or arguments developed in the 
different research fields would be worth considering, the paper proposes new avenues of 
investigation.  
Finally, this paper concludes with some reflections on the relevance of important and 
                                                 
2 Examples include the Internet, the World Wide Web, neural networks, metabolic networks, food webs, 
networks of citations between papers, networks of sexual contacts between individuals, networks of scientific 
collaborations, etc.  
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new developments transcending discipline boundaries and suggests how, if combined, these 
would help in addressing real research questions on innovation economics as well as help 
advance complex network theory. 
Many studies have been omitted from this review for lack of space but also because it 
was decided to focus on work deemed relevant for future studies combining interest in 
economics, particularly innovation economics, and complex network structure. This review is 
therefore selective, and certainly not exhaustive. Also, although work on complex networks 
depends heavily on statistical mechanics, only a limited number of very simple equations, 
those which could not be avoided, have been included. The purpose is to use existing research 
ideas that are expected to have a major impact on the way economies and markets are studied. 
Economists have yet to join the mathematicians, physicists, sociologists, biologists, and 
computer scientists who are rapidly advancing research in the field of complex networks. 
2. Modelling Complex Networks 
2.1. Introduction 
Network maps that facilitate studying the topology of such large complex networks 
were first developed in different disciplines in the late 1990s. As Dorogotsev and Mendes 
(2002) wrote: “The first experimental data, mostly for the simplest structural characteristics of 
the communication networks, were obtained in 1997-1999.” 
Recent papers from Newman (2003), Barabasi and Albert (2002), and Dorogotsev and 
Mendes (2002), have made detailed summaries of the work ongoing in the field of complex 
networks. The aim of the following two chapters is therefore to briefly summarize the two 
main theoretical models that have been proposed and have assisted the analysis of real-world 
networks. 
2.2. Small world networks 
Two restricted connection topologies, completely regular or completely random, have 
been examined at length in the literature. The first connection topology, the regular lattice or 
regular network, has been the chosen topology of several physical models such as the Ising or 
percolation model (Stanley, 1971; Stanley and Ostrowsky, 1990; Bunde and Havlin, 1996). 
The second connection topology is the random graph, or random network, which has been 
studied in mathematics and used in both natural and social sciences (Winfree, 1980; 
Kuramoto, 1984; Gerhardt, Schuster, and Tyson, 1990; Nowak and May, 1992; Wasserman 
and Faust, 1994; Hess, 1996). Erdös and co-workers studied systematically the properties of 
random networks (see Bollobás, 1985 for a review). The bulk of this work focused on the case 
in which the number of nodes is kept constant but the total number of links between nodes 
increases (Bollobás, 1985): The Erdös-Rényi result (Erdös and Rényi, 1961) states that for 
many important quantities there is a percolation like transition at a specific value of the 
average number of links per node. In physics, random networks are utilized, for example, in 
studies of dynamic problems (Christensen et al, 1998), spin models and thermodynamics 
(Luque and Solé, 1997), random walks (Cassi, 1996), and quantum chaos (Kottos and 
Smilansky, 1997). Random networks are also extensively used in economics and other social 
sciences to model, for example, interacting agents (Wasserman and Faust, 1994; Axelrod, 
1984; Jain and Krishna, 1998). How can innovation economics benefit from complex network analysis? 
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In contrast to these two limited network topologies, empirical evidence (Watts and 
Strogatz, 1998; Collins and Chow, 1998) suggests that many biological, technological and 
social networks lie somewhere between these two bounds. In particular, many real networks 
seem to share with regular networks the concept of neighbourhood, which means that if nodes 
i and j are neighbours then they will share many common neighbours, which is evidently not 
true for random networks. On the other hand, studies on epidemics (Hess, 1996; Watts and 
Strogatz, 1998) show that only a few “steps” on some networks are needed to reach a given 
node from any other node. This is the primary property of random networks, one which is not 
fulfilled by regular networks. To link these two limited models, Watts and Strogatz (1998) 
have introduced a new type of model for real-world systems which is obtained by 
randomizing a fraction p of the links of the regular network. Starting from a ring lattice with n 
nodes and k edges per node, each edge is rewired at random with probability p. With this 
construction, the graph can be ‘tuned’ between regularity (p= 0) and disorder (p  = 1), 
allowing thereby the intermediate region 0 < p < 1 to be probed. Watts and Strogatz state that 
for a small value of the parameter p, which interpolates between the regular (p = 0) and 
random (p = 1) networks, there is an onset of “small-world” behaviour. The small-world 
behaviour is characterized by the fact that the distance between any two nodes is of the order 
of that for a random network and, at the same time, the concept of neighbourhood is 
preserved, as for regular lattices (Fig. 1).  
The structural properties of these graphs are quantified by their characteristic path 
length L(p) and clustering coefficient C(p). L(p)  is defined as the number of edges in the 
shortest path between two nodes, averaged over all pairs of nodes, and is therefore a global 
property. The clustering coefficient C(p) measures the cliquishness of  a neighbourhood and 
therefore a local property. C(p) is defined as follows (Watts and Strotgatz, 1998). If a node v 
has  kv  neighbours, then at most kv(kv  -1)/2 edges can exist between them when every 
neighbour of v is connected to every other neighbour of v. Cv denotes the fraction of these 
allowable edges that actually exist and C or C(p)  is actually defined as the average of Cv over 
all v. Figure 2 reveals that there is a broad interval of p over which L(p) is almost as small as 
Lrandom, the characteristic path length of a random graph, yet C(p)    ≥ C random, the 
clustering coefficient of a random graph; C(p) remains practically unchanged for small p even 
though  L(p) drops rapidly. The important implication here is that at the local level, as 
reflected by C(p), the transition to a small world is almost undetectable. A very small change 
in an adjacency matrix can hence lead to a dramatic change in the distance between different 
pairs of nodes. 
A fundamental aspect of the SW model is that it highlights changes in spreading and 
diffusion dynamics as an explicit function of structure (Fig. 2), rather than for a few particular 
topologies, such as random graphs. 
2.3. Scale-free networks  
In the random graph theory, the degree distribution P(k) (probability that a randomly 
selected node has exactly k edges) peaks strongly around K = < k >, where <> denotes the 
average. However, recent experimental studies indicated that the random graph model could 
not explain the topological properties of real networks. Indeed, several studies on real 
complex networks from different fields as biology, economy, or sociology have shown that 
the degree of nodes (number of edges connected to each node) follows a scale-free power-law 
distribution like P(k)  ≈ k−
γ, where P(k) denotes the frequency of the nodes that are connected 
to k other nodes.  How can innovation economics benefit from complex network analysis? 
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Barabasi and Albert (1999) have proposed an improved version of the Erdős-Rényi 
theory of random networks to account for the scaling properties of these experimental 
systems.  
This model, often called the BA model, is based on two main mechanisms: 
 (1) The addition of new nodes drives the growth of the system: the network starts with 
a small number m0 of nodes, and a new node is added at every time step with m≤m0  edges that 
link the new node to m different nodes. 
 (2) New nodes attach preferentially to nodes that already have a large number of links: 
the model assumes that the probability Π  that a new node will be connected to node i 
depends on the connectivity ki of that node with: 
 Π(ki) = ki /Σj kj                       (1) 
 Therefore, after t time steps, the network is populated with N = t + m0 nodes and mt 
edges (Barabàsi and Albert, 1999). The oldest nodes have the highest number of links since 
they have the longest time frame to acquire them. 
Barabàsi and Albert (1999) have proposed an extension to this original model. This new 
model includes the combination of three processes, -vertex additions, edge additions and 
rewiring-, the combination of which leading to a connectivity growth function that is roughly 
a sum a uniform and preferential terms. Similar generalizations of the BA model that include 
the addition of a uniform component have been proposed (see Kleinberg et al, 1999 and 
Pennock et al, 2002, as examples). These studies have been made in part to parameterize the 
power law exponent but also, for some, to explain the often large deviation from power law 
behaviour that has been observed for real networks in the low-connectivity region. 
3. Modelling Innovation  
3.1. Modelling innovation in economics 
Attempts have been made in evolutionary economics to set up simulation models of 
innovation and diffusion processes of new technologies (Nelson and Winter, 1982; Dosi and 
Orsenigo, 1988). While they give interesting insights into the stylised macro dynamics of 
innovation processes, they do not permit the representation of real world phenomena at the 
micro scale. Contrarily to econometric models, these simulation studies are at any rate 
founded on a theoretical rationale for explaining innovation mechanisms. Also, Dosi and 
Winter (2002), in opposition to the Schumpeterian contribution or traditional neoclassical 
economics which does not include an organizational dimension, look at a ‘population’ 
perspective of innovation and diffusion between heterogeneous actors.  
The models of Nelson and Winter make some basic assumptions. Firms and 
organisations do not have perfect information. They follow processes of innovation and 
imitation that are often characterized by cumulativeness and path dependence. Firms tend to 
imitate the routines and rules of other firms. Change is either in organisational routines or 
technical and process-oriented. Evolution is hence non-deterministic, open-ended, and 
irreversible. How can innovation economics benefit from complex network analysis? 
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Overviews over different strands of theory-oriented literature can be found e.g. in Dosi 
et al (1988), Grossman and Helpman (1991), Hall (1994), Nelson and Winter (2002), 
Stoneman (1995), Sutton (1997) or van Cayseele (1998). 
3.2. Innovation and structure 
Innovation leads to the SW model 
More recently, in the field of complex network theory, though the SW and preferential 
attachment models have not yet contributed much to studies on innovation, a number of 
authors have started to address this issue (Cowan, Jonard, and Zimmermann, 2002; Ozman, 
2003; Cowan and Jonard, 2004). These modelling studies add to the work of Dosi and Winter 
(2002), the notions of network structure, product complexity, and are concerned by 
knowledge attributes, such as type, breadth and depth, at firm- and industry- level. 
Interestingly, Cowan, Jonard, and Zimmermann (2002), and Cowan and Jonard (2004) 
explored whether the effectiveness of small worlds carried over into the economics of 
knowledge. A central question in their research is whether some network structures are able to 
perform better than others for the creation and diffusion of knowledge. They find that the 
small world structure stands out as an efficient architecture for fast knowledge growth.  
In particular, Cowan, Jonard, and Zimmermann (2002) tested an evolving network 
model of bilateral partnerships. Underlying this work is the notion that recombination of 
existing knowledge may alone lead to a great extent to innovation. Rational agents will 
therefore seek partners to maximize innovation outcome. Individuals are characterized by a 
quantity and a type of knowledge, and the extent to which knowledge differs between any two 
agents. The pair formation is treated as a “matching” problem, and, in each period, the set of 
pairs is stable. After pairing, the following necessarily occurs: though the knowledge amount 
of each agent has increased, their knowledge type has changed and heterogeneity has 
decreased; therefore the knowledge value has decreased since inception though it is also 
influenced by whether the scope for technical discovery is high or entrenched in a technical 
trajectory. These parameters also affect network structure, which in the small-world region, 
allows for heterogeneity, constant seeking of new partners, as well as homogeny. 
Furthermore, for Cowan, Jonard and Zimmermann (2002) labour modularity, tasks division, 
and absorptive capacity will lead (or not) to network creation and the emergence of complex 
network structures. Distribution of knowledge tends to decrease agents’ differentiation and 
lead to knowledge homogenization.  
For Ozman (2003), the ego network depends on the number of different knowledge 
types (breadth of the knowledge base) required for production but also innovation (ultimate 
purpose). Knowledge is distributed among actors (the knowledge depth means that goods are 
specialized). In this study, knowledge is human capital or competence so that it accumulates 
as a result of learning. Network industries emerge when knowledge breadth and depth are 
wide. Network industries then come out of the intensive relations among firms and are 
characterized by blurred boundaries between the micro (within-firm network) and macro 
(industry) levels. 
In Ozman’s network evolution model (2003) increased product complexity implies that 
agents interact more with a more diverse range of other agents. Product complexity and input 
of the different knowledge categories needed as a consequence, explain increased network 
density, as well as decreased average path length, an increased number of cliques, and How can innovation economics benefit from complex network analysis? 
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increased overlapping among cliques. Increased density has been explained before by others 
as a legitimization effect driven by the mere accumulation of ties over time. 
Therefore, for Ozman: 
−  Agents use ‘their’ knowledge to produce; knowledge is substitutable, the extent of which 
needs to be assessed. Agents can only build on their existing knowledge in decreasing 
proportion through time unless they make a radical innovation in one of their knowledge 
categories. 
−  Agents integrate knowledge to produce, forming a network as a consequence; as product 
complexity increases, a number of other knowledge categories is also required for the 
production process 
Innovation (node) leads to the SF model 
Though Cowan, Jonard and Zimmermann (2002) have examined the importance of 
nodes, different knowledge endowments and the effectiveness of network structure, 
particularly the small worlds, as means to carry over knowledge for innovation creation, they 
have not considered the possible interrelations between knowledge endowments and degree 
centrality. However in most complex systems, nodes have been shown to vary in their ability 
to compete for links, consistent with the fact that all nodes are not created equal.  
As for the BA model which leverages on degree centrality, it ignores the relevance of 
looking at the knowledge endowment of nodes. Also, its prediction that older nodes have 
more time to acquire links than newer ones and that they will increase their connectivity at a 
higher rate, has not been found in a number of empirical studies (Adamic and Huberman, 
2000; Gay and Dousset, 2005).  
Taking into account the correlation between intrinsic node capability, its degree 
centrality, and its rate of acquisition of new links, is therefore crucial because it translates the 
competitive aspects of real networks. Bianconi and Barabasi (2001a) have thus proposed a 
new model to account for the link between nodes individual differences and their connectivity 
to determine the rate at which nodes will acquire edges. Each node i is assigned randomly a 
fitness parameter ηi. The growth rate in the preferential attachment changes from eq.1 to: 
Π(ηi ,ki) = ηi ki /Σj ηi kj                   (2) 
Nodes with large η are therefore able to join networks at a later time and overcome 
older nodes that are or have become less fit.  
Akin to the notions of knowledge endowment of Cowan and Jonard (2004), there is 
therefore a spectrum of fitness values among nodes in this model. However, the fitness 
parameter η  does not change in time and thus misses some of the important points raised by 
others (such as Cowan and Jonard, 2004; Cowan, Jonard and Zimmermann, 2002; Ozman, 
2003). Moreover, the fitness parameter does not explain SW properties or the joint occurrence 
of SW and SF properties found in empirical data (see chapter 5.2). 
Interestingly however, competition brought by the different degrees of fitness allows 
multiscaling, a phenomenon observed in empirical systems (see section 5.3). The original 
scale-free model of Barabasi and Albert (1999) led to networks evolving into scale-invariant 
states with the probability that a node has k edges following a power-law with an exponent  γ 
= 3. Indeed, the connectivity distribution in this new model also follows a power law P(k) ~ k
-γ, How can innovation economics benefit from complex network analysis? 
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but where the connectivity exponent becomes γ = 1/β + 1; β is a dynamic exponent that 
depends on the fitness ηi . β is larger for nodes with larger fitness and therefore induces 
variation in γ. When all fitnesses are equal, the model reverts to the scale-free model of 
Barabasi and Alberts (1999) with γ = 3 (and β =1/2).  
Moreover, the numerically determined connectivity distribution in the fitness model 
shows a few nodes that have connections in excess to that predicted by a power law in the SF 
model. The fitness model therefore reflects generic traits of real competitive systems. 
Bianconi and Barabasi (2001b) have demonstrated that this model could be mapped to 
Bose-Einstein condensation, a process highly investigated in condensed matter physics. 
Following the logics of this condensation mechanism, the distribution of nodes fitness is 
assimilated to a spectrum of different energy levels. The energy is the quantum mechanical 
analogue of the fitness while links connected to a given node replace particles on a given 
level. The behaviour of a Bose gas is determined by the different distributions of atoms 
among the many different energy levels. In quite a few cases no clear winner emerges 
although some nodes acquire more links than others, but in other cases certain distributions 
can result in Bose-Einstein condensation, corresponding to a highly populated ground level 
and sparsely populated higher energies. In these cases only, the fittest node appears as a 
winner-takes-all: it develops a condensate by attracting a finite fraction of all edges 
independently of system size. 
Obviously, as in the fitness model, the problem with this model, which could stand as a 
highly attractive model of competition, is that the different energy levels attributed to the 
different nodes are kept constant as the network evolves. 
Shimazaki and Niebur (2005) have developed a Bose-Einstein condensation model in 
competitive processes that does not imply the dominance of resources by a single node at the 
lowest energy through the whole competition process. Replacements of a dominant node upon 
the entrance of a new node with lower energy level can occur. In an application to economy, 
the authors have shown that their competitive system could capture the dynamics of product 
replacement. Competitive systems should indeed allow for the evolution of the energy levels 
and the reconfiguration of the distributions as the network develops, permitting in some 
periods Bose-Einstein condensation but also the appearance of new nodes with increasing 
abilities while previous dominant nodes will present decaying abilities, giving place to a new 
Bose-Einstein configuration or, conversely, to structures where dominance of a few players 
only is not observed.  
4. Modelling Diffusion 
4.1. Introduction  
Innovation would have little or no economic impact without diffusion. The word 
diffusion has been used to describe the ‘process by which an innovation is communicated 
through certain channels over a period of time among the members of a social system’ 
(Rogers, 1995; bold added). Moreover, as Hall (2004) wrote, diffusion is ‘also an intrinsic 
part of the innovation process, as learning, imitation, and feedback effects which arise from its 
unfolding enhance the original innovation.’ Wide variations in the rates of acceptance of 
different innovations have been observed (Rosenberg, 1972). Interestingly, studies have 
correlated these rates with characteristics of technologies and their potential adopters. How can innovation economics benefit from complex network analysis? 
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Therefore, understanding the diffusion dynamics of an innovation by individuals or firms is 
crucial. The initial diffusion research was done in 1903 by the French sociologist Gabriel 
Tarde who plotted the original S-shaped diffusion curve. The dominant fact is that ‘most 
innovations have an S-shaped rate of adoption’ (Rogers, 1995). The curve basically shows a 
cumulative percentage of adopters over time – slow at the start, more rapid as adoption 
increases, the leveling off until only a small percentage of laggards have not adopted. 
Today, three leading models coexist in the economic literature on innovation diffusion: 
epidemic, logistic models and social influence network models that often rely on information 
cascades. In epidemic models, the structure within which agents are located is usually metric 
and has spatially defined neighbourhoods. Logistic models have S-curve dynamics. Logistic 
models, pioneered successively by Bass (1969) and Mansfield (1961), are governed by the 
logic of chemical kinetics, with agents having equal chance of meeting in pairs. Agents 
possess specific receptivity and a parameter limiting the probability of transmission between 
them. In the network model, conversely to S-curves models, (successful) innovation is not 
taken for granted; while the initial time path of adoption might be stochastic, an information 
cascade drives the subsequent dynamics. Depending on the superiority of new or existing 
technologies, diffusion may be rapid, fragmented and weak, incomplete, or null. The 
distribution of avalanche durations has been shown to follow a power law (Steyer and 
Zimmermann, 2005). Also, important agents are the first users. The act of invention and 
acknowledgment of its legitimacy (i.e. value needs to be perceived by the field) can therefore 
occur at very different time points. An invention may never gain legitimacy. Robert Metcalfe, 
inventor of Ethernet, among many things, is indeed often quoted to have said, ‘Invention is a 
flower, innovation is a weed.’ This sentence is extremely interesting in that it not only shows 
the ‘distance’ between invention and innovation but also how much the terms innovation and 
diffusion are in reality entwined. 
4.2. Epidemic and logistic models 
Important in the logistic model is that it takes into account the potentially essential role 
that differences between agents, and hence in the goals and needs of firms, may play in 
explaining that agents are likely to want to adopt an innovation at different times. By contrast, 
the basic premise of epidemic models is that what limits the speed of usage is the lack of 
information available about the new technology, how to use it and what it does. 
The logistic model lists a number of interesting, firm-specific, potential determinants of 
diffusion speed, from firm size to search-, switching-, and opportunity- costs (see Gerosky, 
2000 for more details). Large firms, for example, have been found to be quicker imitators than 
small firms (Hall, 2004). Also, if firms are locked-into existing technologies, the cost of 
adopting a new technology, involving learning and re-organization, could be very high and 
slow the diffusion of new technologies (Greenan and Guellec, 1998). 
Though the literature on innovation/technology is thus mainly about S-curves, models 
do not consider failure as a possible outcome or take into account empirical data that 
demonstrate that diffusion curves can be asymmetric. 
Foster and Wild (1999) have extended the logistic diffusion growth model to allow for 
impact of exogenous effects on the system which alter the diffusion rate. They have provided 
the logistic diffusion curve with an interactive dimension, including parameters that: How can innovation economics benefit from complex network analysis? 
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−  Allow for stochastic or exogenous effects affecting the diffusion rate, including the 
creation of variety by business strategists, essential in the economic system (Metcalfe, 
1994). 
−  Measure the fitness of a particular economic sub-system as well as its tendency to rise in 
line with the general expansion of the economic activity. However, in the saturation phase 
of the logistic diffusion curve, smooth transition curves from one to another as described 
by George Land in his transformation theory (1973) may not occur and thus be dominated 
by a rapid fall in the fitness parameter. 
−  Measure the rate at which the system converts knowledge or money into structure 
4.3. Social influence network models : taking structure into account  
Diffusion dynamics are obviously more complex than the representation of the 
monotonic, continuous, S-curve suggests. Other authors have integrated the social network 
into innovation diffusion models. Pre-existing non-homogeneous social structure is 
paramount in the sense that it will condition the propagation of influence that drives 
innovation diffusion. Interestingly, though static at diffusion inception, the social network for 
some authors (Steyer and Zimmermann, 2005) is considered to be a learning structure that 
evolves through time and is shaped by the successive waves of innovation that diffuse through 
the structure. Agents therefore learn and their embeddedness in the social structure is not 
fixed. Hence, though innovation propagates on a social structure, the diffusion process itself 
renders the network structure unstable (emergence of homogeny between individuals, change 
of state of reception of agents, and of their ability to influence or adopt), affecting ongoing 
diffusion and the next wave of innovations. A priori, the number of possible structures in a 
social network is not finite. Steyer and Zimmermann (2005) have therefore taken into account 
in their avalanche model of diffusion the effect of social agent learning on the dynamics of 
diffusion and the decreasing yields of social influence. Importantly also, they have 
highlighted that network structure is anisotropic; graphs/networks are also valued and 
directed. 
In a quite different study, Cowan and Jonard (2004) have modelled the process by 
which knowledge is diffused in the economy in face to face communication. As in sociology 
or many studies of interpersonal networks, a pre-existing network structure will influence the 
aggregate performance of the system (defined as the mean knowledge level of a population of 
agents). Importantly, novel parameters are included in the model, such as agent knowledge 
endowment at time t or parameters that account for the ease with which new knowledge is 
assimilated and integrated to the existing knowledge stock of heterogeneous agents. In their 
paper, which is meant to capture effects of incremental innovations, the optimal structure is 
the small world structure. The results suggest that the long-run performance of the economy 
(average knowledge level) in terms of knowledge diffusion is not good in a regular network. 
It is the lack of short-cuts that affects performance most; the clustering coefficient can vary 
more, but too low levels will lead to loss of potential due to an excessively random network 
structure. However, it is important to note that although the small world model reveals its 
superior diffusion strength, results show that its dominance takes time to emerge. As Cowan 
and Jonard (2004), write, ‘if short-run distribution properties are considered important, 
structures in which the average path length is as short as possible definitely dominate.’  
In this model, and in many models in the (socio-)economic literature, the network 
structure is fixed.  How can innovation economics benefit from complex network analysis? 
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5. A preview of the topology of some real networks: 
empirical results 
5.1. Extremely different networks are governed by universal laws  
A wide variety of very different systems of high technological, social, and economic 
importance, such as the World Wide Web, Internet, social, biological webs and alliances in 
industry, display complex network structures. The desire to understand these dense meshes 
has driven the scientific community to investigate the continuous evolution of the 
mechanisms that determine their topology and certainly affect their function and dynamical 
behaviour. Furthermore, there is an increasingly articulated need to move beyond reductionist 
approaches and to try to understand each system as a whole, going for example from the 
analysis in biology of a single protein function to that of the protein enmeshed in a protein 
network, or from the analysis in economics of a transaction, a simple dyad, to that of markets 
within which firms are embedded and can exercise power or be constrained. 
Importantly real-world networks are not random. Moreover, networks of a wide variety 
of types unexpectedly share statistical properties such as highly skewed degree distributions. 
The comparative study of networks from very different branches of science has demonstrated 
that a number of information networks such as the WWW, technological networks such as the 
Internet, social networks such as networks of sexual contacts, or biological networks such as 
metabolic networks, all share properties of the scale-free model. Small characteristic average 
path lengths and high clustering coefficients have been systematically found in systems such 
as metabolic, protein, and genetic networks (see reviews from Barabàsi and Albert, 2002; 
Dorogovtsev and Mendes, 2002).  
Mostly, basic statistics have been performed with the systematic calculation of the three 
main properties that describe the SF or the SW model, principally: the γ exponent of degree 
distribution if the distribution follows a power law, the clustering coefficient, and the average 
path length. 
5.2. Properties of two very different models, the SW and SF models, 
occur conjointly in real life networks 
If characterizing the topology of complex rewiring architectures has revealed the 
unifying principles that are at the basis of real networks, another observation has been the 
occurrence, for many networks analyzed, of joint SW and SF properties (see their systematic 
review in Barabàsi and Albert, 2002).  
These results are difficult to reconcile. For example, many real world systems sharing 
properties of both models do not display, in accordance with the scale-free model, the degree 
distribution peaked around the mean value expected from the small-world model. Also, the 
value of the clustering coefficient found empirically is most often several orders of magnitude 
higher than the one predicted by the SF model, though in agreement with the SW model. 
Indeed, in the  SF model, the clustering coefficient is very small and decays when 
the network order N increases, following approximately a power law C ~ N
-0.75. In opposition, 
in some empirical networks, though these networks have properties of the SF model, the 
clustering coefficient is independent of network order, in agreement with SW models. Few 
authors have tried to develop models that unify the generic features of real networks and 
present apparently incompatible characteristics of both the small-world and scale-free models. How can innovation economics benefit from complex network analysis? 
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Interestingly, for Klemm and Eguiluz (2002), the cross-over between models can be explained 
by the different scaling of the path length and the dependence (network structure is scale-free) 
or independence (network structure is random) of the clustering coefficient on system size. 
The model is quite simple: a mixing parameter µ is introduced in the SF model. In the SF 
model, a new node will connect to existing nodes according to linear preferential attachment 
i.e. the probability a node i obtains a link is proportional to the node’s degree ki.  In a growing 
network, µ allows these connections but also random connections, creating therefore a mixed 
situation. Also, as a new node is activated, one of the active nodes is deactivated. The 
topological properties are therefore affected within a continuum of µ values between 0 (SW 
model created) and 1 (SF model created), and can be analyzed. In the range 0< µ ≤ 1, the 
model reproduces the 3 generic properties found in real-world networks: inhomogeneous 
scale-free connectivity, a short average path length that increases logarithmically with system 
size, typical of the SW effect, and a clustering coefficient that converges to a high, finite, 
value independent of system size. 
5.3. Non generic aspects, network modularity, and statistical 
analysis of network dynamics 
Power-Law distribution of the World Wide Web 
The connectivity distribution over the Web is close to a pure power law (Barabàsi and 
Albert, 1999) and displays also SW properties (Barabàsi and Albert, 1999; Adamic and 
Huberman, 2000; Broder et al, 2000; Kumar et al, 1999). The Web structure is therefore not 
random though it has emerged without centralized control. Since the edges of the WWW are 
directed, the network is characterized by two degree distributions: the distribution of outgoing 
edges or hyperlinks (URLs) signifies the probability that a node or document (Web page) has 
k outgoing edges. The distribution of incoming edges is the probability that k edges point to a 
certain node. The exponent γ has been empirically determined as about 2.1 for inbound links 
and 2.72 for outbound links (Broder et al, 2000).  
Deviations from the original BA or rich get richer model have been established when 
the sampling of data was modified. Pennock et al (2002) found that, contrary to the 
connectivity distribution observed for inbound links on the Web as a whole or for randomly 
chosen samples, subsets of Web pages within a same category exhibited large deviations from 
power-law scaling, the magnitude of which varying between the different category-specific 
homepages. The results could be accounted for by adding to the component for preferential 
attachment in the BA model a component for uniform attachment. This generative model 
explained data from the WWW as a whole as well as category specific data such as company 
or newspaper homepages. With this model, the authors allow for the ‘winner-takes-all’ 
phenomenon but also for new nodes to compete for links on the Web. 
Studies of the WWW have essentially focused on the structure of links while neglecting 
nodes. When looking at inbound links, power law scaling show that few Web pages benefit 
from a greater volume of traffic from Web surfers. The fit get richer model of Bianconi and 
Barabàsi (2001a) derives from observations by Adamic and Huberman (2000) of the absence 
of correlation between the age of a site and its number of inbound links as well as the 
following observation by Barabàsi et al (2000) of individual differences (or degrees of fitness) 
in the rate at which nodes acquire links. The few nodes that have the most links are the fittest 
and are clear winners in the WWW system. Menczer (2002; 2004) also demonstrated that 
page content could not be neglected when trying to understand the evolving structure of the How can innovation economics benefit from complex network analysis? 
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Web and developed a degree-similarity model that generates links by using both popularity 
and contents. It therefore explicitly captures the trade-off between an author’s desire to link 
popular as well as related documents. The model has yet to show that it can predict degree 
correlation and clustering coefficient. 
Biological network dynamics: genomic analysis of the yeast regulatory 
system  
Luscombe  et al (2004) have presented the dynamics of a biological network on a 
genomic scale by integrating information about transcription factors and their target genes for 
multiple conditions (endogenous with cell cycle and sporulation analysis, as well as 
exogenous by looking at diauxic shift, DNA damage, and stress response)  in the yeast 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. 142 transcription factors and 3420 target genes form the nodes in 
the static representation of the whole network while 7074 regulatory interactions are edges 
between nodes. 
The authors demonstrate that many observations made in the static state are not 
applicable to the condition-specific sub-networks and therefore the importance of a dynamic 
perspective as well as that of defining properly which sub systems are relevant for complex 
network analysis or the potential effect of exogenous conditions on structure. 
Standard statistics describing network structures show that the response to external 
stimuli is low cohesion and fast signal propagation on short geodesic paths whereas 
endogenous stimuli provoke temporal progression through multiple stages. There, phase-
specific transcription factors interact serially, the system is more cohesive, and the distance 
between nodes is higher. 
Other interesting observations are that, though all systems show scale-free properties 
and differ widely from random expectations, only a minority of transcription factors/hubs is 
ubiquitously active throughout the cell cycle; most hubs (78%) are transient and operate 
merely in a particular phase. Accordingly, the rewiring rate is high and barely 66 regulatory 
interactions are retained across 4 or more conditions. Exogenous stimuli lead to multi-scaling. 
Alliance networks in the industry  
Many alliance studies have been made before year 1999, even in the biotechnology 
industry, though this industry has been radically transformed by the sequencing of the human 
genome in 2001
3.  
In the biotechnology industry again, in the last few years, vertical agreements between 
big pharmas and biotech companies (biotechs) have given way to alliances between biotechs, 
with more horizontal ways of cooperation. In the period 1995-1996, for instance, biotech-
biotech alliances represented some 28 percent of the roughly 700 new deals signed. By the 
year 2000, biotech-biotech alliances accounted for 50 percent of all new deals – and they have 
consistently maintained this lead over pharma-biotech alliances ever since. In the period 
                                                 
3 In: Venter et al., 2001 ‘The sequence of the human genome’, Science, 291 (2001), pp. 1304-1351. How can innovation economics benefit from complex network analysis? 
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2003-2004, biotech-biotech alliances accounted for more than 56 percent of new deals
4. Some 
1,023 intra-biotech deals were reported in 2004 compared with only 199 in 1997
5. 
These observations show the necessity of replacing studies of long and static periods by 
dynamic ones encompassing today’s data. Progress in developing theoretical models of 
complex networks is also acutely needed since these models will not only help us understand 
real-life alliance networks as they develop but will also help to predict their future structure or 
eventual collapse, and the emergence of novel structures. 
Quite recently, Powell et al (2005) undertook one of the rare studies of collaborations in 
the life science industry using not only multiprobability models to estimate dyadic 
attachments but also macro network mapping. They observe a power law behaviour in the 
pharmaceutical sector over the period 1988-99. In this study, big pharmaceutical companies 
form the hubs. Powell et al (2005) also quite systematically looked for mechanisms
6 from the 
field of sociology that have been found to be important in both the format of social and 
economic ties and the evolution and replication of social structures. They discovered that 
multi-connectivity essentially mattered and that a diversity of organizations (universities, 
government laboratories, nonprofit hospitals and research institutes) played a crucial role in 
the development of the whole field. 
A recent dynamic study of world-wide interfirm alliances in a major segment of the 
biotechnology industry from 1990 to 2004 (Gay and Dousset, 2005) has revealed that the 
network had small world properties as well as power law behaviour. The network also 
followed the fit-get-richer model of Bianconi and Barabàsi (2001a) with multiscaling, nodes 
fitnesses corresponding to firms’ innovative capabilities (hubs possessing key patents in the 
field). As in the theoretical model of Bianconi and Barabàsi (2001), nodes/firms with the 
highest fitness made links/alliances in excess to that predicted by a power law. These hubs 
displayed high out-degree centrality together with high betweenness centrality. Fitness values, 
and thus the ability to compete for links, were observed to follow technological cycles, in 
agreement with the work of Orsenigo et al (2001). High node turnover was also noticed as 
well as different rates of preferential attachment to hubs, depending on the nature of the 
technology. Degree, betweenness
7, and closeness
8 centrality indexes therefore varied together 
with the temporal structure of relationships. 
                                                 
4 ‘Deal-making heads upstream’, Signal Magazine (2005). 
5 Cartwright, H. (2005) ‘Deal making in the biotech sector’, BioPartnering Today 
6 Homophily theory (choices based on similarity), follow the trend mechanisms (mechanisms based on mimetic 
behaviour), accumulative advantage or ‘rich get richer’ mechanisms, and multi-connectivity (preference for 
diversity of participants that enhances the generation of novelty). 
7 Betweenness centrality is defined as the share of times that a node i needs a node k (whose centrality is being 
measured) in order to reach a node j via the shortest path. Thus, betweenness is conventionally thought to 
measure the volume of traffic moving from each node to every other node that would pass through a given node 
and therefore the amount of network flow that a given node ‘controls’ in the sense of being able to shut it down 
if necessary. Betweenness centrality hence captures the role of “brokers” or “bridges”; those that have most 
indirect ties and can connect and disconnect large parts. 
8 A node’s closeness centrality is the sum of the geodesic distances from all other nodes, where the distance from 
a node to another is defined as the length (in links) of the shortest path from one to the other. Closeness 
centrality states how close an individual is to the others in the network. Organizations with high closeness scores 
are thought to be in a favourable position to obtain new information early.  
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Path lengths also changed from one period to another: the lowest the γ exponent, the 
shortest the path length. Average path length value was then lower than the value predicted 
for a random system, in agreement with the work of Cowan and Jonard (2004) which 
considered that for fast knowledge diffusion, path lengths should be shorter than those in a 
random network. Path length accordingly was not correlated to system size, contrary to the 
SW model. These results also agree with the SF model which highlighted that the 
heterogeneous topology of this model brought nodes closer than in random networks.  
Network mapping of alliances in the pharmaceutical industry for period 2004-2005 
(Gay, 2006), revealed that big pharmaceutical companies and other leading american 
organizations (universities, government agencies) dominated the overall network in terms of 
degree centrality, in agreement with the work of Powell et al (2005), while the analysis of 
three main sectors within this industry showed that major hubs in each segment displayed 
technical/scientific competences specific to the segment, consistent with the work of Gay and 
Dousset (2005) on one sector of the industry. Hubs were rarely present in more than one 
segment. Each sub-network also possessed an individual structural signature that evolved 
through time. It is worth noting the many correlations that exist between studies of the yeast 
system, as described above, and alliance networks. In both cases data differ when considering 
sub systems and network dynamics versus a whole and static picture. 
Considering network structure for the prediction of sales in marketing 
The work of Steyer and Zimmermann (2004) on social influence networks and diffusion 
of innovation was alluded to earlier in section 4.3. Here, it should be underlined that their 
model was validated with data from the field of marketing. Predicting reactions to the 
presentation of a new product, its price, and publicity, has a high stake in economy.  In 
marketing, networks of contacts are in fact vectors of interpersonal influence. Populations are 
enticed to adopt and then diffuse an innovation. The flow of signals received by an agent 
(relational environment) will weigh on his decision process, therefore network diffusion 
dynamics. Indeed, signals change an agent reception and hence communication state. Social 
learning occurs and involves the social structure itself. Homogeny, though enforcing influence 
when an innovation occurs, will eventually lead to decreasing returns of social influence 
because of saturation effects. 
Network structure thus pre exists at innovation inception. It is a social construct that 
evolves as diffusion of successive innovations hits its structure in cascades. Structure is 
heterogeneous; it may stay the same though diffusion is processed differently through the 
structure (linkages persist but nodes’ ability to influence other nodes changes), or may change 
because agents’ perception and actual linkages evolve. 
Modelling in innovation/diffusion economics can then reflect extremely different real 
world problematics and must be fitted to answer them. Structure may play very different roles 
and thus should be considered through lenses that satisfy the different research objectives. How can innovation economics benefit from complex network analysis? 
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6. A ‘middle- ground’ position for modelling studies: 
between the universal network and the many distinctive 
networks 
6.1. The universal network 
Although there are numerous systems that form complex networks, detailed topological 
data is available for only a few and the wiring between nodes forms an intricate mesh. Among 
many fundamental contributions, the basic finding of work on complex networks is that the 
structure of the network matters. Essentially 4 metrics, γ exponent, average degree centrality, 
geodesic path length, clustering coefficient have been systematically examined in real 
networks. These metrics are interesting in the sense that they can determine that a  network 
structure is not random as well as define two different types of topologies, small-world or 
scale-free. However, stochasticity remains a common trait of both theoretical models. As 
Barabàsi  and Albert (1999) wrote: 
in the scale-free model new nodes use a probabilistic rule to connect to the nodes 
already present in the system. This randomness, while in line with the major features of 
networks in nature, makes it harder to gain a visual understanding of what makes these 
networks scale-free, and how do different nodes relate to each other. It would be of major 
theoretical interest to construct models that lead to scale-free networks in a deterministic 
fashion. 
The same comment can apply to the SW network since the rewiring procedure of the 
Watts-Strotgatz model, which interpolates between a regular ring lattice and a random 
network, is random. The SF network has been synthesized in a deterministic manner by 
Barabàsi et al (2001) using a hierarchical construction scheme. The model is iterative and 
uses, at each iteration, the elements generated in the previous step. This postulate is difficult 
to reconcile with results from empirical studies. Comellas and Sampels (2002) have also 
presented simple deterministic construction techniques for SW networks, allowing different 
degree distributions, including scale-free distributions. In this later case, a SW network is 
obtained by connecting complete networks to each node of an original optimal node-
symmetric network. In both papers, networks constructed deterministically have structures 
that do not resemble real-life network structures. We have yet to find a deterministic model 
that could be representative of empirical data. 
Complex networks have been studied first by ignoring the details of their individual 
links and nodes and have yet to probe the dynamics taking place within these systems. 
Moving away from those particulars has allowed researchers to perceive more clearly some of 
the organising principles behind these seemingly obscure systems. To understand network 
dynamics in general, it was firstly important to understand the basic processes by which 
networks evolve. The small set of candidate key metrics, not correlated usually, that can be 
used to characterize dynamic networks is: the size of the network (number of nodes), density 
(number of ties/number of possible ties), homogeneity in the distribution of ties (e.g., the 
number of clusters or subcomponents, the variance in centrality, cliquishness, and path 
lengths or flows, measures), multiscaling (γ exponent), rate of change in nodes, and rate of 
change in ties (see Newman, 2003, for a review of separate advances in some of these 
directions). How can innovation economics benefit from complex network analysis? 
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Recent work aims also towards ‘mixing’ models, more often with the addition of a 
random component, allowing different distributions of network links and mixed structures 
that are generally bounded by, and take from, two types of network structure. The model of 
Klemm and Eguiluz (2002) provides such an example, with a method that interpolates 
between a SW and a SF model. 
6.2. Key idiosyncratic properties of networks: 
Though only two models grossly fit most complex real-world networks, it is 
nevertheless fundamental not only to systematically search for common but also for 
idiosyncratic structural features. Analysis of diverse real-world data, though still in its 
infancy, has revealed, as presented in section 5.3, the distinctive traits of many networks as 
well as its high potential when it engages in more than the systematic examination of simple 
theoretical models.  
The importance of differentiating between models that leverage on existing network 
structures and models that try to deal with the emergence of network structure has already 
been demonstrated. Moreover, diffusion of innovation is looked at very differently by 
statisticians whether they aim to understand marketing issues or diffusion through pairing of 
agents that will eventually influence the aggregate performance of the system. Additionally, 
innovation and diffusion are different processes. Models are too often called innovation 
models when they actually deal with diffusion, bringing confusion to the field. 
Therefore different theoretical models must be developed for use in the analysis of 
diverse empirical data. 
6.3. A ‘middle-ground’ approach to network analysis 
The analysis of network complexity could be furthered by a top-down approach 
involving not only advancing our comprehension of universal properties of evolving 
networks, but also investigating categories of networks. An effort is therefore developed 
below to address models and empirical analysis for use in economics, and more specifically 
some aspects of innovation economics. 
7. Propositions for theoretical work on innovation 
economics using a middle-ground approach 
7.1. Innovation and structure: models  
Importantly, the scale-free model and augmented models thereof pay attention to the 
emergence and growth of network structures, the inseparability of the topology and dynamics 
of evolving networks, though not to network effects. Late developments have shown 
innovation (node attributes) could shape network structure and explain the SF model. 
The SW model has been used mostly to explain diffusion or spreading and seems more 
suited in this respect. Likewise, for many authors and hence models in sociology or socio-
economics, an innovation hits a pre-existing and static network structure which acts as a 
medium of information/knowledge diffusion. In the diffusion models, as innovation 
introduces a potentially complex feedback, innovation is a single episode that leads to the 
diffusion process and its study. How can innovation economics benefit from complex network analysis? 
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Consequently, innovation and diffusion are always studied separately, with a much 
higher emphasis on the diffusion process though, in reality, innovation and diffusion are 
dynamically interlinked and innovations happen continually.  
Empirical studies of complex networks have mostly researched the properties of the two 
minimal models, the SW and SF models, and so far most networks have been analyzed 
statically with a small set of key metrics. 
Today, studies on the dynamic interplay between innovation, diffusion, and structure are 
needed. 
7.2. Innovation and structure: nodes 
The importance of looking at nodes attributes is largely demonstrated in modelling and 
empirical studies linking innovation/diffusion and the SF and SW models as well as in studies 
in innovation economics. Further progress could be made by including research from 
traditional economists that takes into account many firm (therefore nodes) characteristics, 
such as firm size, switching costs, etc, in ongoing theories on complex networks. 
7.3. Borrowing from research in the different fields for application in 
innovation economics 
Subsequent to these different studies, for those interested in certain aspects of 
innovation and market structure, it seems important to consider the following for the building 
of new theoretical models better adapted to the study of real-world networks: 
−  Innovation affects the emergence of network structure; the most important parameter is 
degree centrality: it translates what occurs in terms of innovation. Hence, the scale-free model 
prevails in the sense that very few, innovative, individuals have high degree centrality, 
together with high betweenness centrality, and may hence hold together most of the system. 
The fit-get-richer model is then crucial and is dominated by the dynamic exponent β, which 
characterizes nodes fitness and the network dynamics, and the degree exponent γ, which is a 
measure of the network topology. The exponent β allows for multi-scaling and a connectivity 
distribution characteristic of real-world competitive systems. To render systems more flexible, 
a uniform component can be added to the BA model. 
If the fit-get-richer model in fact includes the notion of knowledge endowment or of 
parameters (Cowan, Jonard and Zimmerman, 2002), which measures the type and 
quantity/scope of knowledge, the notions of homogeny as described by Steyer and 
Zimmermann (2005), or of knowledge diffusion, through the simple pairing of two nodes 
(Cowan, Jonard, and Zimmerman, 2002), are important since they lead to a radical 
transformation of diffusion but also innovation dynamics (influence decreases because nodes 
become eventually homogeneous). ‘Fitness’ is, then, altered by innovation obsolescence, 
increase of knowledge aggregate levels through diffusion, competing technologies, etc. This 
leads to the high turn-over of nodes observed in empirical systems that also needs to be 
integrated in the model. Dynamic degrees of fitness will then regulate or be regulated by 
rewiring rates.  
In the SF model again and in agreement with competitive systems, the average path 
length is smaller than in a random graph, indicating that this heterogeneous topology more 
effectively brings nodes close than the homogeneous topology of random graphs. How can innovation economics benefit from complex network analysis? 
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− The generic features of complex directed networks also needs to be investigated; data shows 
that firms with high fitness index and thus high degree centrality will have mostly out-degree 
links (knowledge diffuses from the central actor to many others) (Gay and Dousset, 2005; 
Robinson and Stuart, forthcoming). High degree centrality is therefore also conducive to fast, 
high, diffusion. 
−  SW parameters, because they explain partly what occurs in terms of diffusion/spreading, 
need to coexist with SF properties. Average path length below that of a random graph is noted 
to be necessary for fast knowledge diffusion (Cowan and Jonard, 2004). Network parameters 
(path length, diameter, and clustering coefficient) in the SW region provide explanations for 
both fast knowledge homogenisation and, amazingly, knowledge heterogeneity (Cowan and 
Jonard, 2004). Short-cuts to heterogeneous agents are thought to provide the many contact 
points to expert knowledge necessary for performance while, at the same time, clustering 
permits homogenisation.  
While the SW structure seems also to capture effects of incremental innovation, the SF 
model seems to capture high value or radical innovation and its rate of diffusion. Diffusion 
also contributes to innovation. 
−   Innovation occurs in phases. Central innovative actors in one technological phase are 
rarely central in other phases (Orsenigo et al, 2001; Gay and Dousset, 2005).  
For some economists (e.g. Foster and Wild, 1999) in the saturation phase of the logistic 
diffusion curve, the system is increasingly unstable and vulnerable to external shocks and 
competition. A complex network with a few actors with high degree centrality should be 
taken as a system that has somehow reached a plateau and is prone to the arrival of 
discontinuities that will translate into change in network structural properties such as the 
diameter, path length and flows, closeness centrality, etc. All of these occur while degree 
centrality data change, so it is important to find ways of modelling innovation economics that 
reflect the many aspects of the innovation process, as well as externalities. 
−  More consideration should be given to static versus dynamic pictures and whole pictures 
versus segments/modules of complex structures. Central actors in static global frames are not 
necessarily hubs in segments. Likewise, multiscaling signals different dynamics among and 
within different network segments. In the pharmaceutical industry, for example, the whole 
picture reveals the leaders (big pharmaceutical companies such as Pfizer or Novartis) 
reflecting the rich-get-richer model of Barabàsi and Albert (1999) while dynamic study of 
segments reveals more often hubs that possess techniques/knowledge/innovation of high 
value to the field, more in accordance to the fit-get-richer model. Big Pharmas show high in-
degree centrality (capturing innovation/products successively in the different technological 
phases as they occur) while innovators show high out-degree centrality (innovation diffusion) 
within specific technological phases and given time frames. Moreover, a sub-system may rise 
in line with the whole system it is embedded in. 
8. Conclusions 
There is a deficit in (innovation) economics and strategy of theory and empirical data on 
networks and network structure, although mathematicians, physicists, biologists, computer 
scientists, sociologists and socio-economists are actively engaged in studies of complex 
networks. This paper has attempted a focused review of prominent concepts in contemporary 
thinking and of recent advances in the field that may motivate further theoretical research and How can innovation economics benefit from complex network analysis? 
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stimulate the interest of economists. These new developments have introduced challenging 
problems for statistical physics as well as unforeseen connections to key topics in condensed-
matter physics, particularly Bose-Einstein condensation.  
In particular, as more empirical data on complex networks are produced, a number of 
main points have been highlighted that need to be solved: 
−  Static and dynamical data do not lead to the same results. Static analysis probably renders 
inaccurate understanding of data in many studies. In innovation economics, it neglects the fact 
that innovation, enterprise, competition, and the development and growth of an economy are 
interwoven in a fabric of change. The terms “restless capitalism” have been coined to define 
the unrelenting disposition of modern capitalism to transform itself through a continuous 
process of creative destruction. 
− Specific subsets of data may introduce elements of rationality not found in a macro system 
or through random sampling of constitutive elements of a complex network. Firms for 
example operate across different markets that accomplish specific functions of economic 
transformation over space and time.  
− Though understanding generic organising principles of networks is crucial, neglecting the 
specific frame of reference within which actors are analyzed is impossible. Research by 
physicists and mathematicians range from ‘all complex networks share the same, fundamental 
properties’ (a true observation) to analyses that more often shed light on many differences 
between real-world complex systems (true observations again).  
Theoretical work has consequently tried to embrace many of these new results. For 
example, a random component added to one, component γ, that measures network topology 
has been shown to give a model that represents some empirical data more accurately than the 
BA model. The fitness model as well as developments of the Bose-Einstein condensation 
model constitute important advances for the analysis of competitive systems driven by 
innovation as well as models trying to link innovation and diffusion to the SW model. Other 
models allow tuning network structure between the SW and the BA topologies, etc. 
The effort here has been to discuss separate fronts in the hope of highlighting their 
respective strengths and complementarities, and is intended to be as much a focused review as 
a catalyst for use in economics of the prolific branch of statistical mechanics of complex 
networks. Possible avenues of research have been proposed to that effect.  How can innovation economics benefit from complex network analysis? 
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Figures 
Figure 1. The random rewiring procedure of the Watts-Strotgatz model, which interpolates between a 
regular ring lattice and a random network without altering the number of nodes or edges. 
Figure 2. Characteristic path length L(p, and clustering coefficient C(p, for the Watts-Strotgatz model. 
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Figure 2 
 
Source: Watts and Strogatz  (1998)  
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